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the battle of algiers wikipedia Sep 16 2021 web the battle of algiers
italian la battaglia di algeri arabic  معركة الجزائرromanized maʿrakat
al jazāʾir is a 1966 italian algerian war film co written and directed by
gillo pontecorvo it is based on events undertaken by rebels during the
algerian war 1954 1962 against the french government in north africa
the most prominent being the eponymous battle of
list of zombie films wikipedia Nov 18 2021 web zombies are fictional
creatures usually portrayed as reanimated corpses or virally infected
human beings they are commonly portrayed as anthropophagous in
nature labelling them as cannibals would imply zombies are still
members of the human species and expert opinions quoted in some of
the films below e g dawn of the dead specifically state this
cinema of iran wikipedia Feb 21 2022 web the cinema of iran persian
 سینمای ایرانalso known as the cinema of persia refers to the cinema
and film industries in iran which produce a variety of commercial films
annually iranian art films have garnered international fame and now
enjoy a global following iranian films are usually written and spoken in
the persian language iranian cinema has had
film noir wikipedia Sep 04 2020 web film noir n w ɑːr french is a
cinematic term used primarily to describe stylish hollywood crime
dramas particularly those that emphasize cynical attitudes and
motivations the 1940s and 1950s are generally regarded as the classic
period of american film noir film noir of this era is associated with a
low key black and white visual style
sound film wikipedia May 12 2021 web the idea of combining motion
pictures with recorded sound is nearly as old as the concept of cinema
itself on february 27 1888 a couple of days after photographic pioneer
eadweard muybridge gave a lecture not far from the laboratory of
thomas edison the two inventors met privately muybridge later
claimed that on this occasion six years before the first
martin scorsese wikipedia Aug 03 2020 web martin charles scorsese s
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k ɔːr ˈ s ɛ s i skor sess ee italian skorˈseːze eːse born november 17 1942
is an american film director producer screenwriter and actor he is the
recipient of many major accolades including an academy award a
grammy award three emmy awards four british academy film awards
two directors guild of america
list of apocalyptic films wikipedia Oct 17 2021 web this is a list of
apocalyptic feature length films all films within this list feature either
the end of the world a prelude to such an end such as a world taken
over by a viral infection and or a post apocalyptic setting
blaxploitation wikipedia Oct 05 2020 web blaxploitation is an ethnic
subgenre of the exploitation film that emerged in the united states
during the early 1970s the term a portmanteau of the words black and
exploitation was coined in august 1972 by junius griffin the president
of the beverly hills hollywood naacp branch he claimed the genre was
proliferating offenses to the black
kelly reichardt wikipedia May 20 2019 web kelly reichardt ˈ r aɪ k
ɑːr t born march 3 1964 is an american film director and screenwriter
she is known for her minimalist films closely associated with slow
cinema many of which deal with working class characters in small
rural communities reichardt made her feature film debut with river of
grass 1994 and subsequently directed a
fotografie forum frankfurt pérez siquier the eye of Feb 27 2020
web nov 25 2022 in the 1960s the photographer decided to work in
colour sensually capturing the cultural changes in post franco spain
when an apparent consumer society started to emerge pérez siquier
also photographed la chanca again in colour and with this second
viewing despite the similarity of the motifs developed clearly new
pictorial effects
italian neorealism wikipedia Oct 29 2022 web italian neorealism italian
neorealismo also known as the golden age is a national film movement
characterized by stories set amongst the poor and the working class
they are filmed on location frequently with non professional actors
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they primarily address the difficult economic and moral conditions of
post world war ii italy representing changes in the
southern gothic wikipedia Aug 27 2022 web southern gothic is an
artistic subgenre of fiction country music film and television that are
heavily influenced by gothic elements and the american south common
themes of southern gothic include storytelling of deeply flawed
disturbing or eccentric characters who may be involved in hoodoo
decayed or derelict settings grotesque situations and
classical hollywood cinema wikipedia May 24 2022 web classical
hollywood cinema is a term used in film criticism to describe both a
narrative and visual style of filmmaking which became characteristic
of american cinema between the 1910s rapidly after world war i and
the 1960s it eventually became the most powerful and pervasive style
of filmmaking worldwide similar or associated terms include classical
film wikipedia Jul 14 2021 web the word cinema short for
cinematography is often used to refer to filmmaking and the film
industry and to the art form that is the result of it the credits
appearing at or near the beginning of a film are usually called titles or
beginning titles a post credits scene is a scene shown after the end of
the credits
bicycle thieves 1948 imdb Jul 02 2020 web bicycle thieves directed
by vittorio de sica with lamberto maggiorani enzo staiola lianella carell
elena altieri in post war italy a working class man s bicycle is stolen
endangering his efforts to find work he and his son set out to find it
techno thriller wikipedia Nov 06 2020 web a techno thriller or
technothriller is a hybrid genre drawing from science fiction thrillers
spy fiction action and war novels they include a disproportionate
amount relative to other genres of technical details on their subject
matter typically military technology only hard science fiction tends
towards a comparable level of supporting detail on the technical side
literary realism wikipedia Nov 25 2019 web literary realism is a
literary genre part of the broader realism in arts that attempts to
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represent subject matter truthfully avoiding speculative fiction and
supernatural elements it originated with the realist art movement that
began with mid nineteenth century french literature and russian
literature alexander pushkin literary realism attempts to
neorealism international relations oxford bibliographies obo Oct
25 2019 web introduction neorealism is an outgrowth of traditional
balance of power or realist theories of international relations and was
first articulated by kenneth waltz in 1975 and 1979
jacques rivette filmography wikipedia Jul 22 2019 web jacques
rivette french ʒak ʁivɛt 1 march 1928 29 january 2016 was a french
film director screenwriter and film critic he wrote and directed twenty
feature films including the two part joan the maiden eight short films
and a three part television documentary he also acted in small roles
and participated in documentaries after making his first short film
when was the golden age of hollywood and why did it end Jan 28 2020
web dec 19 2021 the golden age of hollywood 1930s 1940s the
golden age begins the 1930s produced some of the most iconic films in
cinema history think the wizard of oz gone with the wind and snow
white and the seven dwarfs for example these movies seemed more
magical than their predecessors for two groundbreaking reasons
15 types of film styles and genres and how they differ Aug 23 2019
web mar 11 2022 one of the most popular styles in cinema is film noir
it s usually associated with fictional crime stories and emphasizes
cynical attitudes and motivations a major characteristic of film noir is
its black and white visual style which uses a high contrast lighting
technique called chiaroscuro to create dramatic shadows and striking
scenes
children s film wikipedia Jul 26 2022 web post world war ii children s
films include the italian neorealist film bicycle thieves by vittorio de
sica 1948 according to goldstein and zornow clement s french film
forbidden games 1952 features children in the scenario of war and
shows the gap between children and adults
mecha wikipedia Dec 27 2019 web the term mecha japanese メカ
hepburn meka may refer to both scientific ideas and science fiction
genres that center on giant robots or machines mechs controlled by
people mechas are typically depicted as humanoid walking vehicles
the term was first used in japanese mecha after shortening the english
loanword mechanism メカニズム
hong kong action cinema wikipedia Feb 09 2021 web hong kong action
cinema is the principal source of the hong kong film industry s global
fame action films from hong kong have roots in chinese and hong kong
cultures including chinese opera storytelling and aesthetic traditions
which hong kong filmmakers combined with elements from hollywood
and japanese cinema along with new action
hyperlink cinema wikipedia Apr 30 2020 web hyperlink cinema is a
style of filmmaking characterised by complex or multilinear narrative
structures with multiple characters under one unifying theme history
the term was coined by author alissa quart who used the term in her
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pan indian film wikipedia Mar 30 2020 web pan indian film is a term
related to indian cinema that originated with telugu cinema as a
mainstream commercial film appealing to audiences across the
country with a spread to world markets the movement gained
popularity since 2015 post the success of baahubali the beginning the
term pan indian film is used for a film that is simultaneously released
australian new wave wikipedia Jun 01 2020 web the australian new
wave also known as the australian film revival australian film
renaissance or new australian cinema was an era of resurgence in
worldwide popularity of australian cinema particularly in the united
states it began in the early 1970s and lasted until the mid late 1980s
the era also marked the emergence of ozploitation a film genre
roberto rossellini wikipedia Apr 23 2022 web roberto gastone
zeffiro rossellini 8 may 1906 3 june 1977 was an italian film director
producer and screenwriter he was one of the most prominent directors
of the italian neorealist cinema contributing to the movement with
films such as rome open city 1945 paisan 1946 and germany year zero
1948
rome open city wikipedia Mar 22 2022 web rome open city italian
roma città aperta also released as open city is a 1945 italian neorealist
war drama film directed by roberto rossellini and co written by sergio
amidei celeste negarville and federico fellini set in rome in 1944 the
film follows a diverse group of characters coping under the nazi
occupation and centers on a resistance fighter
kitchen sink realism wikipedia Aug 15 2021 web kitchen sink realism
or kitchen sink drama is a british cultural movement that developed in
the late 1950s and early 1960s in theatre art novels film and television
plays whose protagonists usually could be described as angry young
men who were disillusioned with modern society it used a style of
social realism which depicted the domestic situations of
splatter film wikipedia Jun 13 2021 web a splatter film is a subgenre
of crime films and horror film that deliberately focuses on graphic
portrayals of gore and graphic violence these films usually through the
use of special effects display a fascination with the vulnerability of the
human body and the theatricality of its mutilation the term splatter
cinema was coined by george a romero
ethical encounters a look into women war and cinema in Dec 07
2020 web a modern remake of ajoy kar s 1961 film saptapodi shameem
akhtar s film rina brown 2017 unfolds intimate geographies of love and
loss among individuals from india and west and east pakistan
dogme 95 wikipedia Jun 20 2019 web dogme 95 is a 1995 avant
garde filmmaking movement founded by the danish directors lars von
trier and thomas vinterberg who created the dogme 95 manifesto and
the vows of chastity danish kyskhedsløfter these were rules to create
films based on the traditional values of story acting and theme and
excluding the use of elaborate special
pauline kael wikipedia Sep 23 2019 web pauline kael k eɪ l june 19
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1919 september 3 2001 was an american film critic who wrote for the
new yorker magazine from 1968 to 1991 known for her witty biting
highly opinionated and sharply focused reviews kael s opinions often
ran contrary to those of her contemporaries one of the most influential
american film critics of her era she left a
pornographic film wikipedia Dec 19 2021 web pornographic films
pornos erotic films sex films and 18 films are films that present
sexually explicit subject matter in order to arouse and satisfy the
viewer pornographic films present sexual fantasies and usually include
erotically stimulating material such as nudity and sexual intercourse a
distinction is sometimes made between erotic and
new german cinema wikipedia Mar 10 2021 web new german cinema
german neuer deutscher film is a period in german cinema which
lasted from 1962 to 1982 in which a new generation of directors
emerged who working with low budgets and influenced by the french
new wave and italian neorealism gained notice by producing a number
of small motion pictures that caught the attention
body swap wikipedia Jan 20 2022 web a body swap also named mind
swap or soul swap or brain swap is a storytelling device seen in a
variety of science and supernatural fiction in which two people or
beings exchange minds and end up in each other s bodies in media
such as television and film the device is an opportunity for two actors
to temporarily play each other s characters
psychological thriller wikipedia Jun 25 2022 web psychological
thriller is a genre combining the thriller and psychological fiction
genres it is commonly used to describe literature or films that deal
with psychological narratives in a thriller or thrilling setting in terms
of context and convention it is a subgenre of the broader ranging
thriller narrative structure with similarities to gothic and detective
fiction in the
romantic comedy wikipedia Jan 08 2021 web romantic comedy also
known as romcom or rom com is a subgenre of comedy and slice of life
fiction focusing on lighthearted humorous plot lines centered on
romantic ideas such as how true love is able to surmount most
obstacles in a typical romantic comedy the two lovers tend to be young
likeable and seemingly meant for each other yet they are kept
fantastique wikipedia Sep 28 2022 web fantastique is a french term for
a literary and cinematic genre that overlaps with science fiction horror
and fantasy the fantastique is a substantial genre within french
literature arguably dating back further than english language fantasy
it remains an active and productive genre which has evolved in
conjunction with anglophone fantasy and
alexander mackendrick wikipedia Apr 11 2021 web alexander
mackendrick september 8 1912 december 22 1993 was an american
scottish director and professor he was born in boston massachusetts
and later moved to scotland he began making television commercials
before moving into post production editing and directing films most
notably for ealing studios where his films include whisky
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